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float from the bed, the sun is out again
into the cave, the echo knows all languages
you'll need a helmet light, to see the gysum flowers
our pools are swimming and reflecting what you dream
and there's a strange device, sitting all alone
exchanging ever flowing signals with the deep
we're bridging the chasm's heights
here in the underground
with our metal fellow accidental frequency
so just follow the (follow the, follow the) sound

li la li la li la lo (2x)

darkness has a softer side
we've come to know through idle conversation
don't you feel the change that's coming

flirt with the rain, the sea is calm again
into the cave, and wake us from this sleeping game
a song as old as light, but second to a sound
show us your hidden power and we'll tell you what it is
follow that strange device, still sitting all alone
exchanging ever flowing signals with the deep
that's our cave radio

as above is so below, opening up the channels
putting a sound into a frequency that is its sole power
yeah, we've pulled it from a delinquency
to travel a thousand miles an hour
you can come out, it's safe
so be attuned, because our signal is on its way up

darkness has a softer side
she likes to show to balance her equations
don't you feel the change that's coming

as above is so below (repeat and add:)
opening up the channels
(3x)
just follow the sound
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